
Window type units are not only stylish but compact with

features, from the wireless remote controller, soft touch

Electronic Controls and Gold Fin protection to the

outdoor coil. All units are installed easily with most of

models coming with slide-out Chassis and air flow can be

controlled precisely by the 4-way Air Deflection system.

Cooling Only   R22 Heating & Cooling   R22

W096BC 9'000 W096BH 9'000

W126BC 12'000 W126BH 12'000

W186BC 18' 000 W186BH 18' 000

W246BC 24' 000 W246BH 24' 000

This can be easily installed in a small space and has exceptional

cooling capacity. Designed for low-noise operation, it ensures a

pleasant air conditioned environment. It also has Jet Cool for high

level cooling and clean air supply through a Standard air purifying

system.

Cooling Only   R22 Heating & Cooling   R22

HSC0964DA3 9'000 HSH0964GA0 9'000

HSC1264DA4 12'000 HSH1264GA0 12'000

HSC1865DA8 18' 000 HSH1865GA0 18' 000

HSC2665DA1 24' 000 HSH2665GA0 24' 000



This can be easily installed in a small space, and has exceptional

cooling capacity. Designed for low-noise operation, it ensures a

pleasant air conditioned environment. It also has Jet Cool for high

level cooling and clean air supply through its Plasma air purifying

system.

Heating & Cooling   R22

LS-H0964SU4 9'000

LS-H1264SU0 12'000

LS-H1865SU0 18' 000

LS-H2665SU0 24' 000

LS-H306DGM3 30' 000

LS-H366DGM1 36' 000

You may have heard the excitement about Inverter technology; LG Inverters are the

pinnacle of energy efficiency due to the innovative operation. Rather than using a

constant speed compressor, the LG Inverter system uses a variable speed

compressor, which means the Cooling or Heating capacity of the AirConditioning can

be varied to suit Indoor conditions. This makes the LG Inverter Units more

economical & efficient to operate, produce less noise than standard counterparts and

contain most superior features on the market. All LG Inverter units have 6 major

benefits including premium features like Energy Saving; Power Heating Capacity;

Pleasant Feeling; DC Inverter Compressor; Quick Cooling & Heating and Quiet

Operation.

Heating & Cooling  

S09AM 9'000

S12AM 12'000

S18AW 18' 000

S24AW 24' 000



You may have heard the excitement about Inverter technology; LG Inverters

are the pinnacle of energy efficiency due to the innovative operation. Rather

than using a constant speed compressor, the LG Inverter system uses a

variable speed compressor, which means the Cooling or Heating capacity of

the AirConditioning can be varied to suit Indoor conditions. This makes the LG

Inverter Units more economical & efficient to operate, produce less noise than

standard counterparts and contain most superior features on the market. All

LG Inverter units have 6 major benefits including premium features like Energy

Saving; Power Heating Capacity; Pleasant Feeling; DC Inverter Compressor;

Quick Cooling & Heating and Quiet Operation.

Heating & Cooling

C09AW (Mirror) 9'000

C12AW (Mirror) 12'000

C18AW (Mirror) 18' 000

C24AW (Mirror) 24' 000

If you are lookin for an AirConditioning Unit that is different from the rest,

choose and ArtCool AirConditioner. Finally, an AirConditioning Unit that looks

stylish, innovative and attractive. Every feature has been added to the refined

ArtCool Series, including the Plasma Air Purifying System, Gold Fin, Plasma

Heat Exchanger as well as Auto Clean & Jet Cool. It is suited for smaller rooms

like bedrooms & offices. The ArtCool Gallery & Mirror is a welcome addition to

conventionally styled Air Conditioners.

MIRROR

METAL

Heating & Cooling

LS-H096ZRL5 9'000

LS-H126URM5 12'000

LS-H1868RM0 18' 000

LS-H2468RM0 24' 000

Hidden in the ceiling, this model is designed for buildings that require



floor level air conditioning for many individual rooms or large areas, like

restaurants, concert halls and hotels. Installation is not restricted by

lighting fixtures or the building layout and interior renovation is made

easy by installing ventilation diffusers

Heating & Cooling

TBNH096TSG0 9'000

TBNH126TSG0 12'000

TB-H186HSS0            18' 000

TB-H246HSS0 24' 000

TB-H306GSS0 30' 000

TB-H366GSS0 36' 000

TB-H368GSS0 36' 000

TB-H428GSS0 42' 000

TB-H488RSS0   48' 000

TB-H608RSS0 60' 000

TB-H72088T0                        72' 000

TB-H96088T0                        100' 000

The LG Ceiling Cassette model is primarily used in commercial

environments, like restaurants, hotels, offices and meeting rooms.

The model series has a compact design and is equipped with many

special features. It has four louvers to circulate air in all directions,

providing even large areas with an evenly conditioned atmosphere.

Heating & Cooling

 LT-C1260BA 12' 000

 LT-H186ELF1 18' 000

 LT-H246HLF1 24' 000

 LT-H286HLF1 28' 000

 LT-H368DLF1 36' 000

 LT-H488DLF1                        48' 000

 LT-H548DLF1 54' 000

UNDERCEILING

(Cooling & Heating)

Depending on space availability, this model can be installed either on

the ceiling or standing on the floor. The vertical flow direction of the

cool air can be controlled by remote control and the low-noise design



ensures a quiet and comfortably cool atmosphere.

Heating & Cooling

LV-B1864BL 19' 000

LV-H246BLA0  24' 000

LV-H368KLB0 36' 000

LV-H488LLB0 47' 000

LV-H608LLB0 52' 000

Hidden in the ceiling, this model is designed for buildings that

require floor level air conditioning for many individual rooms or

large areas, like restaurants, concert halls and hotels.

Installation is not restricted by lighting fixtures or the building

layout and interior renovation is made easy by installing

ventilation diffusers.

Heating & Cooling

TK-C0368HA0 36'000

TK-C0488HA0 48'000

TK-C0608HA0 58'344

TK-C0908H00 95'500

TK-C1208H00 112'000

TK-C1508H00 142'000

GK-C1808C00 175'000

GK-C2108C00 197'000

GK-C2408C00 238'900

GK-C3008C00 280'400

GK-C3608H00 360'000

Economical and user-friendly model, designed for medium-sized

houses and shops. Features include a number of operation modes,

auto restart and a washable anti-bacterial filter. Internal pressure relief

valve provides high pressure protection for compressor.



Heating & Cooling

TN-C0608SA0 58' 700

TN-C0908T00 81' 200

TN-C1208T00 112' 100

TN-C1508T00 133' 500

TN-C1808T00 180'000

TN-C2408T00 224' 000

This is a floor-type model that blends in perfectly with the surrounding

décor. LG Air Conditioners guarantee a clean and fresh environment

with their outstanding cooling performance and air purification

features.

Heating & Cooling

LP-H306R20 28' 000

TPNH488TLA1 44' 000

TPNH808FLA0 71' 400








